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A b s t r a c t - This paper describes an effective spelling
ch.eck approach for Chinese OCR with n new multiknowledge based statistical language m.ode1. This language model combines the contientianal n-gram langrroge
model and th.e new LSA (Laten,t Semantic dnal#sis)
language model, so both. local information (syntax) an.d
global information (semantic) a r e utilized. Furthemore,
Chinese sim,ilar chamcters are wed in T.'iterbi seorch
process to expand the candidate list in order to add
more possible correct results. With o w appmack, the
best recognition accuracy rate increases from 79.3:K to
91.9%, which m.ea.n,s 60.9% error reduction.
Keywords: OCR spelling check; post-process ing,
multi-knowledge based language model, n-gram, L,SA,
Chinese similar characters.

1

Introduction

OCR (Optical Character Recognition) means th.rt a
computer analyses character images autoinatically to
achieve the text, information: and OCR engine is an :ICR
(Independent Character Recognit,ion) engine usually It
recognizes characters in every position of an image, and
gives all the possible candidate results. In ICR recognition process, only image information is used, and the
results cont.ain niany incorre.ct words. So t.he spelling
correcaion approaches, which play the most. imporiant
role in OCR post-processing, are required.
Familiar spelling check approaches are often based
on language knowledge, and mainly include rule-based
methods and statistic-based methods. Rule-based met,hods use rule sets, which describe soiiie exact dict,ioiiary
knourledge such as word or character frequency, par(.-ofspeech inforniation [7] and soiiie other syntax or morphological feat.ures [16] of a language, to detect dubious areas and generate candidate words list. This kind
of methods achieves significant success in some special
domains, hut it is difficult to deal with open natural
language. On the other hand, statistic-based nietb.ods
often use a language model that is achieved by u:Sing
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some language knodedge and analysing a huge of language phenomena on large corpus (SI [lZ][lA][lS],so more
context information is utilized, and this kind of methods
is suit,ahle for general domains. hloreover, by using Ianguage models, the candidate list. can he autoinat,ically
adjusted: thus we can get t,he correct resulta more exactly and quickly. Sometimes, rule-based methods and
statistic-based methods are used together to achieve hetter performance 171.
.4ccording to the development of natural language
processing, using more knowledge from language itself
is required. That is to say semantic inforinat.ion niust
be introduced into language models. Since now the
the most, widely used language. model for OCR spelling
check is n-gram models, and no semantic knowledge is
involved, in this paper? we const.ruct a multi-knowledge
based statistical language hodel ait.h some seman~icinformation introduced by using LSA language model 131
, and put it into a Chinese OCR spelling check task.
Furthermore, we add some Chinese similar characters
information in Viterbi search process to expand the candidate list in order to add more possible correct resu1t.s.
The experiment results show that aft,er using the language model and Chinese similar characters information, the recognition accuracy rate increases from 79.3%
t.o 91.9%, which means 60.9% error reduction.
In section 2 of this paper, we will review some related works, including the n-gram language model and
the LSA language model. In section 3, we will introduce the multi-knowledge based language models and
Chinese similar charachers inforinat.ion we use in OCR
post-processing. Experiment results and conclusion are
in section 1 and 5 , respectively.

2
2.1

Related works
N-gram language model

Statistical language models always use the product
of conditional probabilities to compute the appearance
probability of a sentence. Suppose s denotes a sentence,
W I W ~...wt is the words sequence of s, and h, is all history inforniation before w , , and then the appearance
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Decomposition) inethod is used t,o reso1x.e this problem.

probability of sentence s is

For any W , there exists the following SVD [A]
P ( s ) = P ( W l W 2 ...w,)= n P ( w , l h , )

(1)

i=l

The niost widely adopted language model is t,he ngrani language model 1131. It supposes the word u ! ~
only has relations with the 77. - 1immediately preceding
words, and so formula (1) can he rewritten as
t

t

P ( s ) = n P ( w i / h i )= ~I(milali
-,+
i=l

I.., -,+

y...m,-~)

i=l

(2)
, ,
In n-grain models, n is often const,rained to 2 or 3,
which means higram and trigrain respectively.
N-graili language model only considers the sequence
of a word string, but no meaniiigs of the words. That
is to say, it involves syntax iiiforniation only, without
seiiiant.ic in forniat ion.

2.2

k 1

It7 is a matrix reconstructed py the R niaxinial siiigular values of It’. Where U = { u l , u ? ,... , u R } ,
= { ~ , I , W : . . , V R } , and S = drag(u1,ul:... u R ) .
11’ is the hest rank-R approxiination to 14’ for any unitarily invariant norin

LSA language model

LSA (Lat.ent Semantic Analpis) niethod has been
presented long ago [GI?but only coinbined with statistical laiiguage model in recent years and now is a hot
topic.
When to consider an occurrence probability of a word
based on semantic meaning, t,he content should he understood and then he used to forecast the ocrurreuce
probability, which means using the degree of how cow
gruous the word and history information are. The occurrence probabilit,ieSof a word in different docui!ients are
not the same, because the type of documents restricts
the using of words in it. Soue words that hax-e relations
always occur in the same type of docu1nent.s. LSA language model is such a model that studies the relations
between words and t,ypes of documents. These.kiiids of
relations can he got in the model, and that, shows the
meaning .of latent seniantic analysis.
LSA language model analyses t,he training data by
constructing the relat,ions between words and types of
documents. First., the following matrix is generated.

ivhere /I . I/ refers to L? norin [d]. So we can use ~i,.
to
suhstit,ute II:, and t,he sizes of 0: V , S are iiiuch smaller
than II:.
W’hen we consider I v = (c?S)VT?naiiiely treat PT
as a group of ort.hodoxy vectors of R-diinensional LSA
space, and this decomposition is a projection of row
1-ect.orsof IiJ onto the space. Each row of CSpresents
the coordinate of the corresponding row vector of I’ii in
the space, and it is t.lie coordinate of t.he corresponding
word in the space, too. As thebame, when we consider
Iir = 0(SOT),this decomposition is a projection of colunin vectors of I.?’ onto t.he R-dimensional space that is
ronstructed hy orthodoxy vect,ors of 0. Each colunni
of SVT presents the coordinate of bhe corresponding
docunient in the space . After SVD, every word has a
corresponding coordinate in the space, and every document also has one. Thus t.he distance of two words or
t.wo documents can he calculated easily [1][2].
In theR-dimensional space of the corresponding word,
the history information (q 1 appeared words) can be
used to construct a vector d,-l (n.-dimensional vect.or),
ahere each dimension is a value that indicates the times
of the corresponding word appeared in the history. The
corresponding coordinate of this vector in LSA space is

--

Each row of 11’ is corresponding to a word, and each column of 1Y is corresponding to a documelit in the training
corpus. The value of the crossing of a row and a column
is the occurrence times of the corresponding word in the
corresponding document. For example, W,,= t means
word i appears t times in document j .
The size of matrix I V is AI x N , and it is rather huge
for coinmon training corpus. So SVD (Singular Value

-T
= d,_,U

(7)

where
presents the history in LSA space, and we
can get the occurrence probabilities of words after the
history by calculating the distance hetween words and
& - I . Here the following formula is used:
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I q w 9 , J 9 - l )= cos(u,S~,t,-lS+)

....

Figuie 1: Our OCR system framework with statistical language model in post-processing

That the distance is closed t o 1 means the word has a
strong relation with the hist,ory, and closed to 0 nieans
the word has a xveak relat,ion with the history. The occurrrnce probability of every \yard can be calculated hy
normalizing the sum of all distance bmi-een the words
and the history. Furtherinore, the distribution function
of LSA language model can b e presented as [5][9]:

where hi-' presents the history information of U',
In practical terms, the formula (9) can be modified as

wit,hout post-processing, and the post-processing module is shown as the right part of the line. The kernel
of the module is the st.atistica1 language model, a.hirh
utilizes both local information (syntax) and global information (semantic).

3.2

The perplexity of LSA language model is much higher
than t.hat of n-gram language model. This fact, indicates
that though the idea of LSA language model is very outperform, the performance of a language model just using
the global history information without the local history
information is rather poor. That is because the difference of thousands kinds of words can express the same
meaning using different sentence structures. So we build
a multi-knowledge based language model that, combines
LSA language model using the global information and
conventional n-gram language model using the local information t.ogether.
The following formula [3] is used t o calcu1at.e the distribution function Pc of the combined language model:

where e is a very small iiumber added to avoid
the phenomenon that for some uiq. K(wq,dp-i) ~ ~ i n { K ( ~ , l , 2 q - lE) p}
~ l u= 0

3 The language models used in
the OCR post-processing
3.1

Overview of our OCR system framework

Our OCR system framework can be showi as Fig.1.
On the left of the dash dotted line is an OCR engine

A multi-knowledge based language
model

Pc(wq1hy-I)

-

~-,,+L , . . . . W

PN(P~lU.

p--I)pLs.I(Liy--l

tu..)

X P~.(U,.I
I U ~ - . ~ + i.-...u..- , ) P ~ ~ . , ( d ~ - i l ~ , )
w z t s

(10)

where Pry is the dist.ribution fuuction of t,he n-gram language model, and P ~ s ais the distribution function of
the LSA language model.
In application, the importance of different language
model should be considered. Because the local hist.ory information is niore important than the global history information, n-gram language model is primary and
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LSA language model is secondary. So formula (10) is
modified as following with Bayes forniula used:

to expand the candidate list to increase t.he chance that
the correct choice appears in the list.

4
4.1
(11)
where t.he parameter X is used to control the weight
of the two language models in t.he combination. it is
trained via minimizing the perplexity of the model on a
held-out corpus.
The computat,ional complexity of training an LSA
model is very high. In order to improve the efficiency:
x-ord clustering [ll] is used. Then the conditional p r o b
abilit,y can be calculated with t,he following forniula:
K

P ( w q p q - l )= c P ( l l : q l c k ) P ( c k I ; i g - l )

(12)

k=1

where Gk denotes t,he kt.h class. In our application, the
C-nieans clustering algorithm is used first to coarsely
partition t,he words into a few classesl and then t,he
bot,tom-up clustering algorithm is used in every class to
get final clustering results. With word clustering used,
the computational cost decreases significantly.

3.3

Chinese similar characters iiiformation

In Chinese, soiiie characters are recognized as some
other characters usually because their shapes are siniilar
very much. Such characters are called Chinese siniilar
characters.
Because an OCR engine depends mainly on image
information, and t.he similar characters often produce
confusion, in our application, Chinese similar characters iiiforniat.ion is iiitroduced together. Here an hlLE
(Maximum Likelihood Estimation) based iiiethod [lo]is
used to generate t,he sets of similar characters. Let F
denotes the first choice in the candidate list given by
ICR engine, and C denotes the correct character, then
the approach of similar characters generation can be described as following:
(1) Record n(F,C) in the training corpus. n ( F , C ) is
the times that F is the first choice in the candidate list
while the right character is G.
(2) Calculate the coiifusioii probability P(CIF) =
n(F,C)/n(F),xrhere n(F) is the times that F is the
first choice in the candidate list given by ICR engine.
(3) Sort all possible C according to the probability
P(CIF).
(4)Save the first Ad possible characters as the similar
characters of F , and save their confusion probabilities.
Chinese similar characters are used in the Viterbi
search process, where all the Ad 1 candidat.es, which
include the first choice given by ICR engine and its A i
similar characters, are used in the Viterbi se.arch process

+

Experiment and discussion
Experiment

The training corpus used here involves a lot of domains and contains about 100 million characters. nigram model and LSA model are built respect,irely, and
then the multi-knowledge based language model ( A =
0.88, 100 word classed) and bhe conventional n-gram
language model are compared on the test corpus, which
contaiiis 1018 characters.
The results of the experiments, one is ouly for language models and the ot.her is with Chinese similar
characters used together on the test corpus, are shown
as Tah.1 and Tab.2, respectively. Trigrain and trigrani+LSA (described in 3.2) are chosen for language
models test. In tlie experiments only for language niodels test, the perplexities of trigrain language niodel and
trigramtLSA language niodel are 185.3 and 183.9,respectively.
lye use the approach in 3.3 to generate Chinese similar characters aiid let hI=5. That is to say, all the 6
characters for each candidate are added to the Viterbi
search process.
The best recognition accuracy rate increases from
79.3% to 91.976, and the recognition error rate decreases
about 60.9%. That indicates the errors of OCR results
can be efficiently .reduced by using language niodel and
similar characters information together.

4.2

Disccusioii

The results of the experiments seem t,o show that the
conventional ii-gram language model out.performs OUK
multi-kno\vledge based language model. We believe it. is
due to the fact that the seinaiitic infomiation is niore
sensitive to the coiiteiit of tlie candidat,e list than the
syntax iuformat.ion. So it is required rhat the candidate list includes more possible correct characters when
t,he semantic information is used i n a language model.
R o i n the resuks above, we can see that after adding
the similar characters information, the absolute increment of recognit.ion accuracy rate of trigrani language
model is 0.7%, while of trigramtLSA language model
t.he absolute increment is 1.2%. That shows the validity of using similar characters to expand the candidate
list, especially urhen using the seiiiant,ic informat.ion. It
can be expected that the multi-knowledge based language model outperforms the conventional n-gram language model if the candidate list includes niore possible
correct characters.

5

Conclusion

In our approach for Chinese OCR spelling check, m.e
construct a multi-knowledge based language model in
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Model
Former correct chars
Former correct rate
Correct chars with LhI
Correct rate with I.hl
Improvement of absolutely correct rate

ltigram
807
79.3%
928
91.2%
11.9%

+ Similar characters

Trigrani

+ LSA + Similar characters

807
79.3%
935
91.9%

807
79.3%
931
91.5%

12.6%

12.2%

order to use more knowledge from language itself. We
use convent,ional n-gram language. model t o intro,luce
local information (syntax): and LSA language niodd to
introduce global information (semantic), then compare
our multi-knowledge based model wit,h the conventional
n-gram model. Though the experinieut results fieem
to show that the n-gram model outperforms, we could
expect, our multi-knowledge based language model performs better if the candidate list includes inore pos:jible
correct characters.
In our approach, Chinese similar characters are used
in the Viterbi search process. They expand the candidate list and add some more correct. characters i.n it..
Similar characters information makes an efficient improvement in the recognition accuracy rate, and it is
very important when the seinaiitic inforniation is used
in a language model.
-4fter using language models and Chinese similar characters inforination in an OCR spelling check task, the
best recognit.ion accuracy rate. increases form 79.3% to
91.9%. That. means 60.9% error reduction is achieved.

6

Trigram+LSA
807
79.3%
920
90.3%
11%
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